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The Space Shuttie's manipulator arm - at the edge of technotogy

lire Space Shuttle, a squat rocloet-cum-glder capable of shuttling to and front newaail

orbia', is being developed by the U.S. National Aeronautics and Space Adminitration

(NASA) wita' hdlp from other nations. Canada Ls contributing the remote manipulator

systemt - an arm which will be attachedl t0 the craft, enabling its crew t0 manipulate

objecte out ln space. Mie challenglng lob of designing and buildng the arm Lç being car-

ried out by a 'eam led b>' Spar Aerospace Producfs La'd. of Toronto, and directed by the

National Researchi Council. la' las now reached the stagea utekic hardware can be tested.

.Science fiction becomes fact. In 1979,
high above the earth's atmosphere, an
astronaut wîll, for the first time, use a
remote manipulator i space. From the
ffight deck of the Space Shuttie he wil
control the stately movement of an amni
more than 15 mi long, adroitly grasping
'and jockeying satellites as big and heavy
as a bus.

This futuristic device, now being built
in Canada, will resemble the human am
and hand in form as well as iu function.
It will be hinged inside the spacecraft's
cargo bay at a shoulder joint, divided into
two sections at an elbow joint, each about
the length of a telephone pole, and termi-
nated by a "hand" moviug in a wrist joint
and capable of grasping.

Dissecting the arm to expose its coni-
ponients would reveal more of its analogy
to the human body. The amin will have a
skin - a coat of metal and plastic films
to protect il from the temperature ex-
tremes of space; muscles - sophisticated

straints has severely taxed the collective
ingenuity of hundreds of engineers aud
techuicians.

In a carefully orchestrated process,
they have rcfied their desig from its
starting point, NASA's requirements. Op-
tions have been selected followîng trade-
off studies and computer simulations,
electronic circuits spread out in so-called
"breadboard" models to check their feasi-
bility, components built, critically exam-
ined and modified, the evolving configu-
ration of the arm constantly monitored,
and its performance as an integrated sys-
temn compatible with the Space Shuttle's
even more complex system constantly in-
proved.

the comnmands of the operator into co-
ordinated movements of the whole
system.

After surviving the severe buffeting of
a rocket launch, the am has to work re-
liably and accurately in an extremely
hostile enviroiiiieft - an almost total
vacuunm, bathed in intense radiation,
with temperatures that altemnately plum-
met and soar. Designing within these con-

An artist's impression of thie Space Shuttie
using ifs Canadian-buit manipulator arm.
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